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Digital Vocab Rehab
Marilee Sprenger and Michael Fisher
Session #: Pre-Conference Institute
Conference Presentation Materials:
Visit www.ascd.org/mydownloads
(You’ll need to login.)

• Accessing&the&Today’s&Meet&page:&
• Link:&h;ps://todaysmeet.com/dvr&
• We&encourage&both&interacCons&with&us&AND&
with&each&other!&
• Hashtags&#ASCD&&&#CTE2015&
• Conference&Materials:&www.digigogy.com&

A"
Blended"
Approach…"
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Launching"Task:"

&
In&pairs,&choose&someone&to:&
&
Read&pages&12T16&in&Vocab&Rehab&
&
While&the&other&partner:&
&
Reads&pages&24T28&in&Digital&Learning&Strategies&

Checkpoint:"

Share&your&thoughts&around&the&following:&
&
NoCce?&What’s&jumping&out&at&you&as&
important&informaCon&to&know?&
&
Think?&What&connecCons&are&you&making&to&
previous&learning&or&observaCons?&
&
Wonder?&What&quesCons&do&you&have&about&
the&implicaCons&of&what&I’m&sharing?&

Checkpoint:"
"
Use"Today’s"Meet"to"share"
important"conversa?on"
points"from"your"paired"
conversa?ons.&
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Overview"and"Big"Ideas…"

Vocab&Rehab&

How?

What?

When?

How are you
currently
teaching
vocabulary?
Think: How
often do I
change
strategies?

One of the
difficulties
teachers find
is knowing
which words to
teach.
Think: Which
words are
time worthy?

In an already
packed
schedule,
finding time is
always an issue.
Think: Where
can I find ten
minutes (or
less)?

Our approach to
teaching vocabulary
needs rehabilitation!
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Four short sections covering:
• the three tiers of vocabulary
development
• direct vocabulary instruction

• vocabulary diversity
• vocabulary and classroom
conversations to build teacher
background knowledge on
vocabulary the same way that
successful teachers increase
student background knowledge on
unfamiliar concepts.&

Three current, research-based practices
every teacher can employ tomorrow in the
classroom to deepen student vocabulary
usage and knowledge:
1)Replace “kid” language with academic
language in the classroom
2)Read aloud to students
3)Flood the classroom with words"
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Vocab Rehab proposes a
solution to the issue of time:
Vocabulary can be
effectively,
efficiently
and engagingly
taught in ten-minute
increments."

10 instant, no-prep vocabulary-strengthening
activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Introduce a word and brainstorm a definition
Create a simple graphic organizer
Act out a word
Draw a picture depicting a word
Play a review game that includes five to seven
words

6. Review the words on your word wall
7. Share synonyms and antonyms for words
8. Fill out a word page in a vocab notebook
9. Take attendance using a vocab framework
10.Make up a jingle or song for a vocab word.
"
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Researchers estimate 85% of
achievement test scores are based on
the vocabulary of the standards.
Students from poverty, ELL students,
and other at-risk students are
particularly in need of learning these
words in ways that meet their specific
learning needs.

The Vocabulary Gap
Grade"

Average"Student""

BoGom"25%"

End"of"PreK"

3,440"

2,440"

End"of"
Kindergarten"

4,300"

3,016"

End"of"Grade"1"

5,160"

3,592"

End"of"Grade"2"

6,020"

4,168"
(Biemiller, 2005b)

"

What’s Critical?

! Knowledge"gap"in"SES"groups:"
High"SES"1st"graders"know"twice"as"many"
words"as"low"SES"classmates"
! By"high"school,"they"know"4"?mes"as"
many"words!"
! High"SES"3rd"graders"have"
vocabularies"equal"to"the"lowestZ
performing"12th"graders!""
Beck,&et&al.&
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Examples—
• table
• happy
• baby
• nose
• purple
• angry
• hamburger

Tier 1:
The most basic words
Automatic memory

Tier 2 : Everybody’s words

Examples—& High frequency words found across
a variety of disciplines
• conduct&
• monitor&
Long-term Memory
• invesCgate&
• declaraCon&
• harmony&
• maintain&&
&
&

Tier 3:
Examples—
Low frequency words specific
• expedition
to a discipline
• excursion
• mitosis
Working memory
• unhygienic
• lithosphere
• Kelvin
• carbohydrate
• potential energy
• Doppler effect
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Criteria"for"iden?fying"Tier"II"Words…"
" Importance"and"u?lity:&Is#it#a#word#that#
students#are#likely#to#meet#o3en#in#the#world?#

" Instruc?onal"poten?al:&How#does#the#word#
relate#to#other#words,#to#ideas#that#
students#know#or#have#been#learning?#
" Conceptual"understanding:&Does#the#word#
provide#access#to#an#important#concept?#

How&Many&Words?&
• In&school&se`ngs,&students&can&be&explicitly&
taught&a&deep&understanding&of&about&300&words&
each&year.&
• Divided&by&the&range&of&content&students&need&to&
know&(e.g.,&math,&science,&history,&literature),&of&
these&300–350&words,&roughly&60&words&can&be&
taught&within&one&subject&area&each&year.##
• It&is&reasonable&to&teach&thoroughly&about&eight&
to&ten&words&per&week.&&&(Chall,&1996)&
&

The&Early&Catastrophe:&
30&Million&Word&Gap&
The average child in a professional family
experiences about 45 million words by the age of 3.
The average child in a working-class family
experiences 26 million words by the age of 3.
The average child in a welfare family experiences
about 13 million words by the age of three.&
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The&Importance&of&a&Vocabulary&
Enriched&Classroom&
&She&speciﬁcally&menCons&needing&to&“teach&up”,&
not&watering&down&academic&vocabulary&within&
instrucCon.&&
Vocabulary&acquisiCon&is&cumulaCve,&meaning&
students&with&high&vocabularies&learn&new&words&
faster&than&students&with&more&limited&
vocabularies&(Referenced&from&a&study&by&Hart&&&
Risley,&2003).&

Take&T&Aways&
• 10 minute lessons can help increase
vocabulary instruction that can apply to any
subject at any grade level.
• The list of ways “not” to teach vocabulary:
…assignments like
“use the word in a sentence”
“find and define”
“write and draw a picture”
all assignments given BEFORE a student truly
understands a word. &

Vocabulary&is&typically&developed&
through&oral&conversaCons&
• ConversaCons&are&contextTrich&
• ConversaCons&include&gestures,&facial&
expressions,&and&inﬂecCon&
• ConversaCons&involve&realTlife&situaCons&and&
experiences&
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Checkpoint:"

&
NoCce?&What’s&jumping&out&at&you&as&
important&informaCon&to&know?&
&
Think?&What&connecCons&are&you&making&to&
previous&learning&or&observaCons?&
&
Wonder?&What&quesCons&do&you&have&about&
the&implicaCons&of&what&I’m&sharing?&

Overview"and"Big"Ideas…"
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Drill&image&via&sxc.hu,&CreaCve&Commons&license&

Six""
Steps&
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Checkpoint:"

&
NoCce?&What’s&jumping&out&at&you&as&
important&informaCon&to&know?&
&
Think?&What&connecCons&are&you&making&to&
previous&learning&or&observaCons?&
&
Wonder?&What&quesCons&do&you&have&about&
the&implicaCons&of&what&I’m&sharing?&
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From&the&2014&NY&State&Common&Core&Exam:&
&
6th&Grade&

From&the&2014&NY&State&Common&Core&Exam:&
&
3rd&Grade&
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Digital"Vocab"Rehab"

Vocab"Rehab"

Vocab"Word"
Bags"
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It’s&
in&the&

bag!&

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"One"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

10"
Important"
Words"

10"Digital"
Words"
with"
NoteApp"

Student&Help&in&Finding&Vocabulary&in…ten&minutes!&
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Our Expedition
By Shaun Tan&

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Two"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

Vocab"
Word"
Pages"

Collabora?ve"
Word"
Padlets"/"
LiveBinders"

Vocabulary Word Page
overbooked&
Write the word.________________________________________
Write a description\ of the word__________________________________________
Take&more&reservaCons&than&you&can&
accommodate&
____________________________________________________________________
over&stretched&
Write a synonym._____________________________________
under&booked,&booked&appropriately&
Write an antonym.____________________________________
overbooked"
Write the word here, in color.__________________________

I&am&over&
stretching!&

Use the word in a sentence that
shows its meaning.
________________________
We&had&to&go&to&a&diﬀerent&restaurant&

because&they&had&taken&too&many&
________________________

reservaCons.&They&had&overbooked!&
&________________________
Draw a picture of the word or draw
&________________________
&________________________
yourself doing something related to
the word. Use color.
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Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Three"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

Gecng"to"
the"point"
with"PPT"

NewHive"
and""
Canva"
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Pause,&Play,&and&Process&

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Four"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

Vocabnota?on"

AnnoTEXTing"
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Annotation is a note
of any form made while

reading text.
Vocabnotation is a note
referring to vocabulary
in the text to help with
comprehension.

“Reading with a pencil.”

Students annotate text and find vocab
words. According to the CCSS, close
reading should be done in every classroom
and content area. Discovering the words
they don’t know or aren’t sure of can be
“decoded” and added to the Word Book.

AnnotaCon&is&not&highlighCng.&&
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AnnotaCon&slows&

down&the&reader&
in&order&to&deepen&
understanding.&&

Vocabnotation
Circle words you don’t know
Draw lines from words to your defintion outside
the text
Note Tier 2 and Tier 3 words

♫

Draw arrows to words that connect #

↵
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Vocabulary.com&

I mumbled that I was sorry and retired meditating upon my crime. I
never deliberately learned to read, but somehow I had been
wallowing illicitly in the daily papers. In the long hours of church—
was it then I learned? I could not remember not being able to read
hymns. Now that I was compelled to think about it, reading was
something that just came to me, as learning to fasten the seat of
my union suit without looking around, or achieving two bows from a
snarl of shoelaces. I could not remember when the lines above
Atticus’s moving finger separated into words, but I had stared at
them all the evenings in my memory, listening to the news of the
day, Bills to Be Enacted into Laws, the diaries of Lorenzo Dow—
anything Atticus happened to be reading when I crawled into his
lap every night. Until I feared I would lose it, I never loved to read.
One does not love breathing.
I knew I had annoyed Miss Caroline, so I let well enough alone and
stared out the window until recess when Jem cut me from the
covey of first-graders in the schoolyard. He asked how I was
getting along. I told him.

I mumbled that I was sorry and retired meditating upon my crime. I
never deliberately learned to read, but somehow I had been
wallowing illicitly in the daily papers. In the long hours of church—
was it then I learned? I could not remember not being able to read
hymns. Now that I was compelled to think about it, reading was
something that just came to me, as learning to fasten the seat of
my union suit without looking around, or achieving two bows from a
snarl of shoelaces. I could not remember when the lines above
Atticus’s moving finger separated into words, but I had stared at
them all the evenings in my memory, listening to the news of the
day, Bills to Be Enacted into Laws, the diaries of Lorenzo Dow—
anything Atticus happened to be reading when I crawled into his
lap every night. Until I feared I would lose it, I never loved to read.
One does not love breathing.
I knew I had annoyed Miss Caroline, so I let well enough alone and
stared out the window until recess when Jem cut me from the
covey of first-graders in the schoolyard. He asked how I was
getting along. I told him.
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Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Five"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

Paint"Chips"

Paint"Chips"
in"NoteApp"
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&

Shades"of"Meaning&
freezing

cold
warm
hot
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Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Six"

Vocab"Rehab"

Scrambled"Eggs"

Scrambled Eggs:
Using the text to define and understand new vocab!

The scrambled egg reading and vocabulary activity gives students the
opportunity to read a high-quality, high-interest text and demonstrate
knowledge and skill through collaboration and differentiated learning. This
task requires students to read the article and answer questions or
complete tasks that have been cut into strips and placed in numbered
plastic eggs in the front of the classroom. By working collaboratively,
students are able to engage in a wide range of critical thinking skills in a
competitive environment and demonstrate vocabulary building.
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You have each been given a copy of the article “Our Expedition” by
Shaun Tan. You are to use the following instructions:
1. Read the article individually or as a group.
2. Number the paragraphs before or as you read.
3. Designate a recorder for this activity. The recorder is to use a blank paper
and number 1 through 10 leaving several spaces between the numbers.
4. Designate a “runner” for your group. The runner will “walk” over to the
basket and bring back one egg. The eggs are numbered. The eggs do not
have to be used in order.

You have each been given a copy of the article “Our Expedition” by
Shaun Tan. You are to use the following instructions:
1. The runner hands the egg to another group member who opens the egg
and reads the egg number and the word or phrase you are to define
according to how it is used in the text. Answer the questions that follow
and the recorder will record the info on the sheet.
2. The runner then returns the egg to the basket and retrieves another egg.
Repeat the process until you have used every egg and have 1 – 10 filled
in.
3. Take note of the process of discussing the words and phrases, finding the
evidence that shows your definition is accurate, and how the activity adds
to the comprehension of the text.

Additional activities for scrambled eggs:
Gather with another group after completion of the
task. Compare answers. Discuss answers, evidence,
and the chosen tier.
Bring all groups together for a whole class discussion
on the article, the words, the ease or difficulty of
finding the evidence, and the conclusions drawn about
the tiering of the words.
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Pause,&Play,&and&Process&

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Seven"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

Frayer"
Models"

Visual"Frayer"
Models"with"
Smore"

Frayer Model
Descrip?on"

A quadrilateral is a
shape with four
sides

! 4 sides
! may or may not be
equal lengths
! sides may or may
not be parallel
&

Quadrilateral&
! Square
! Rectangle
! Trapezoid
! Rhombus

! Circle
! Triangle
! Pentagon
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Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Eight"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

A"Wordy"
Conversa?on"

Collabora?ve"
Dialogue"
with"Google"
Docs"or"Titan"
Pad"

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Nine"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

Crea?ng"
Stories"

Introducing:"
Storybird"

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Ten"

Vocab"Rehab"

Animoto"
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Welcome to my Word

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Eleven"

Vocab"Rehab"

Syllapuzzles"

Syllapuzzles

1. Choose the five words you would like to review.
2. Using index cards, divide the words into syllables
or sections and put each word part on its own
card.
3. Give each student or group a set of cards that
includes all five words.
4. Provide students a list of definitions for the
words.
5. Students must put the word parts together to
create the word that fits each definition.
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an

the

size

de

i

a

met

clar&

phor

fy

ter

yze

syn

al&

mine

1. Break down
2. Put
together
3. Make clear
4. To decide
5. Shows how
two things
are alike
&

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Strategy"Twelve"

Vocab"Rehab"

Digital"Rehab"

And"the"
ques?on"is…"

And"the"
ques?on"is"
with"Today’s"
Meet"

Digital"Vocab"Rehab"–"Bonus"Strategy"

Digital"Rehab"

Visual"Vocab"with"Big"Huge"Labs"
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Pause,&Play,&and&Process&

Ques?ons""
&"
Comments"

Thank"You"
So"Much!"
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Michael Fisher
Twitter: @fisher1000
Email: mikefisher821@gmail.com
Website: www.digigogy.com
"
"

Marilee Sprenger
Email: brainlady@gmail.com
Website: www.brainlady.com
"
"

Session&EvaluaCons:&
&

Through&the&conference&app,&tap&the&session&Ctle,&tap&the&Rate&Session&
clipboard&on&the&lep&sidebar,&and&then&rate&the&content,&presenter,&and&
share&your&feedback.&Tap&“submit”&to&share&your&raCng.&
&
You&can&also&go&to&www.ascd.org/evaluaCons,&select&your&session&“PreT
Conference&InsCtutes:&Thursday,&June&25,&2015”&from&the&list&provided,&
and&complete&the&three&quesCons.&
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